CO₂ levels and coral reefs

Existing atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) concentration at 400 ppm is worrisome¹. One major reason for this is, dwindling CO₂ sinks. We are losing our natural capital, e.g., one of the available CO₂ sinks – coral reef – ‘the underwater forests’ which provide us the services by burial of CO₂ in their skeletons along with their photosynthetic symbiotic inhabitants (zooxanthellae). They play a significant role within an ocean ecosystem by providing food and habitat for 550,000 to 1,330,000 species². This highlights the indirect but crucial contribution of corals in sequestering atmospheric carbon because oceans sequester 20–35% of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions³. It has been reported that coral reefs confer 7–15% of global calcium carbonate production, leading to carbon sequestration⁴. Corals carry a great socio-economic potential and bestow human life with valuable goods and services which accounts to an estimated value of over $31 billion (US$, 2014) annually, for all reefs combined. They support tourism through their aesthetic value, have biomedical uses, provide coastal protection and other industrially valuable compounds. But we as a human race ignored this natural wealth and ecological infrastructure and have driven this marine wealth to depletion through our devastating actions. Warm water, destructive fishing practices, ocean acidification coupled with other factors led to massive destruction of corals⁵. This is evident from the adverse effects on the Great Barrier Reef, which in the recent years (1985–2012) has resulted in 50.7% decline in the initial coral cover⁶; this will surely affect the whole ecosystem and the CO₂ balance thereby. However exact increase of CO₂ levels is not reported; let us understand and manage our actions to save this iconic underwater property. Initiatives for their protection and prevention are however being taken by various government organizations but it is every individual’s responsibility to halt the anthropogenic damage to their fragile environment. Recently, a coral bleaching index was reported; designed for the purpose of standardizing and comparing the susceptibility of coral reefs to thermal bleaching⁷. Even some models are being applied for the evaluation of coral reef ecosystems to review diverse environmental effects on them⁸. Hopefully, these initiatives to preserve coral reefs will be a step to level off or may be to decrease the existing levels of CO₂.
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